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TRUCK LOADING RACK
INTRODUCTION
Considering the great volumes of flammable and combustible hydrocarbon liquids handled daily
through truck loading racks, the number of losses from explosions and fires is relatively small. But
dollar losses are substantial and costs have climbed.
A study of available data shows six hazards that cause truck loading rack accidents. The first three
have produced the most losses. A summary of case histories is provided in PRC.9.2.1.1.A. The
hazards are:
•

Static electricity

•

Human failure

•

Equipment failure

•

Electrical ignition

•

Vehicle damage

• Wind, lightning and other natural hazards
The intent of this AXA XL Risk Consulting Guideline is to recommend methods for preventing or
controlling each of these hazards. Protection of connected vapor recovery systems is covered in
PRC.12.2.1.2.

POSITION
Management Programs
Management program administrators should report to top management through the minimum number
of steps. They should also institute adequate loss prevention inspection and audit programs to
communicate program effectiveness to top management. This management feedback is a key feature
of OVERVIEW, AXA XL Risk Consulting’s total management program for loss prevention and control.
In developing a program, pay particular attention to the following important areas:
Process Hazards Evaluation Program
Develop a program to determine the pertinent physical and chemical properties of reactants,
intermediate products, by-products and end-products. Choose test conditions that best represent all
possible operating conditions.
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Establish routine procedures for testing physical and chemical properties of all incoming raw
materials, intermediates and final products to confirm properties required for safe operating
conditions.
In process design, consider the desirability of reduction of the flammable and combustible material
hold-up. Improved equipment may require less of these materials, and consequently the amount that
may be spilled by equipment failure or operator error will be less.
Determine the safe operating and potential upset conditions of all new or existing chemical processes
used by the plant. Include scaling factors (bench, pilot, semi-works, full scale, etc.) in establishing the
safety parameters.
Design all processes with inherent safety by the use of instrumentation and adherence to written
operating procedures, and with ultimate safety provided by adequate pressure relieving devices.
Interlock processes to shut down automatically and safely in event of operator error or equipment
failure. Provide intermediate alarms to allow operators time to take corrective action.
Provide redundant instrumentation for all critical controls. In redundant loops, include both separate
signal transmitters and signal receivers. In most cases, install a comparator to notify operators when
control and redundant signals differ significantly.
To limit the amount of materials released by equipment failure, include the following in shut-down
measures: block valves; venting to flare stacks or to incinerators; liquid dumping to blowdown
systems; and purging or flooding of equipment with a nonhazardous fluid. Actuate these shutdown
measures with combustible vapor detectors where appropriate.
When designing safety features, assume a minimum of two consecutive errors, one of which may be
misinformation because of a faulty instrument or a misunderstanding of instructions.
Design and specify equipment considering all possible operating conditions, both normal and
abnormal. Give particular attention to suitability of the equipment to handle the process materials and
to withstand external environmental influences.
Operator Training Program
Educate all operators in the hazards involved and in functions of the safety control equipment. Forbid
operators to run the process when any of this equipment is out of order. Train operators in manual
emergency shut-down procedures. Forbid deviations from the written procedures.
At least annually, schedule re-education and training. Include testing to assure proper performance of
all assigned duties with particular emphasis on emergency shutdowns.
Pre-Emergency Planning
AXA XL Risk Consulting’s “PEPlan,” the pre-emergency plan from OVERVIEW, may be used to
develop a customized plan. This customized plan should include the following features:
•

A fire and disaster alarm system.

•

An emergency communications system, including radio where needed.

•

An adequately trained, staffed and equipped organization of employees for firefighting and
other emergency duties.

•

A planned program of cooperation with neighboring plants and with public firefighting and
disaster control organizations.

•

A program to analyze the interruption of business that may result from potential incidents and
to develop plans for minimizing loss of production during rebuilding.
Preventive Maintenance and Inspection Program
•

Inspect and maintain process equipment, piping, instrumentation, electrical equipment and
pressure relief devices according to a schedule established with proper consideration of
design and service conditions. Include all appropriate types of modern nondestructive testing,
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IR. scanning and vibration analysis in the inspection techniques. Establish a detailed
record-keeping system which includes equipment retirement forecasts.
Management of Change
Apply all management programs to any changes which are made to the facility’s physical
arrangements or procedures. Pay particular attention to the following areas:
•

Repeat the process hazards evaluations program for all new processes or for any modification
to an existing process. Determine the need for new or different safety equipment or measures.

•

Whenever equipment is changed from one service to another, or when process changes are
made, examine the inspection and maintenance program and modify as necessary. Monitor
daily operating changes.

•

Verify new construction materials and all maintenance parts and supplies as conforming to
original (or modified) design specifications.

•

Apply the program for handling new construction, including the control of outside contractors.

•

Update operations procedure manuals after each process unit modification which results in a
change in operating procedure.

•

Review and follow through expeditiously on all inspection recommendations from insurance,
code enforcement and regulatory agencies.
Other Management Programs
Incorporate these features into the comprehensive management program for loss prevention and
control:
•

Welding, cutting and other “hot work” permit programs.

•

A program of supervision of impairments of fire protection equipment using AXA XL Risk
Consulting’s “RSVP” program.

•

Smoking regulations.

•

Plant security and surveillance.

General
Design loading racks to minimize operation hazards. Give loaders and truck drivers regular refresher
training in the safest loading practices. Enforce rules to provide the best possible protection to
effectively prevent or control fire. Make all personnel from designers to loaders and drivers thoroughly
aware of the hazards and the precautions they need to take to reduce or eliminate the risks involved.

Static Electricity
Reducing or preventing loading rack fires caused by static electrical charges requires taking one or
more of these precautions (see NFPA 77 for details):
•

Control static generation

•

Neutralize static charges

•

Establish effective bonding

•

Establish effective grounding

•

Control the atmosphere above the product

• Control switch loading
Control static generation by decreasing turbulence and splashing.
Use bottom loading if at all possible. If top loading is used, do the following:
•

Change the angle of the loading pipe tip to one cut at a 45° angle to its centerline, rather than
one cut at a right angle to its centerline, so as to decrease turbulent flow.

•

Use a metal loading tube long enough to rest on the bottom of the tank compartment.
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•

Control the velocity of the initial loading rate. When loading flammable liquids with low
conductivity (JP4 (jet fuel), benzene, toluene, xylene, vm&p naptha, cyclohexane, n-heptane,
ethyl benzene, styrene, etc.) or when switch loading distillate class materials after handling
gasoline, do not exceed a loading rate of 3 ft per second (0.9 m/s) until the outlet is completely
submerged. Do not allow the full loading rate to exceed 15 fps (4.6 m/s), even if bottom
loading is used.

•

Use a special loading regulator tip which automatically shifts from the initial to the full loading
rate when it is submerged to a safe depth.
Neutralize static charges by allowing sufficient relaxation time (the time required for the charge to
dissipate). After loading, allow one minute before withdrawing loading pipes and/or inserting any
sampling devices. This relaxing time allows charges on the surface of the liquid to migrate to the
loading pipe or the compartment structure where they are neutralized. Use longer relaxing times
when handling pure or dry products, especially in colder weather when static dissipation occurs at a
slower rate. Various tests show that 30 s may be insufficient in some situations to dissipate the strong
static charges in the flow between the outlet of the filter and the tip of the loading tube. For higher
purity products, use from 100 – 500 s or more.
Use antistatic additives to increase fuel conductivity. Treat the fuels to ensure a conductivity of
50 picosiemens at the lowest fuel temperature anticipated. However, do not use additives in place of
well-designed equipment and proper operational practices.
Establish bonding. Properly bond the loading pipe or coupling and the shell of the tank compartment
to eliminate sparking at the hatch before inserting the loading pipe into any truck compartment or
attaching a bottom loading hose. Correct any bonding that exceeds 10 ohms.
Make sure bonding circuits are effective. Employ qualified persons other than loading rack personnel
to periodically (at least monthly) check the condition of the “alligator” clips, especially the joints
between the bonding wires and the clips.
Use electrical bonding for loading operations. Do not employ loading rack ramps that drop down to
touch the tank truck shell as electrical bonding.
Do not use drag chains for bonding, as they are ineffective.
Establish grounding. Check the effectiveness of loading rack grounding at least yearly. Use a
common volt/ohm meter. Attach one end to the rack and the other to a well-established ground with a
resistance less than 5 ohms to earth, such as a fire hydrant or water pipe. Correct grounding where
readings exceed 1,000,000 ohms.
Use electrostatic drain and ground indicators which have signal lights to indicate safe grounding
conditions. Give this feature a higher priority in unattended loading racks.
When building new terminals, install interlocks to prevent loading unless bonding/grounding is
attached.
Control the atmosphere above the product. For maximum safety, reduce the oxygen level in the
compartment being loaded to a point where combustion cannot take place.
Control switch loading by injecting enough CO2 or nitrogen into the vapor space before loading to
inert the vapor space and eliminate possible combustion.
Do not use vapor recovery loading arms for switch loading operations, since this could fill the entire
vapor recovery system with an atmosphere within the explosive range. If such a system must be
used, install an inerting system.
When switching loading between compartments of the same liquid to the same tank, allow sufficient
relaxation time for the charge to disapate in both the truck and the tank. Relaxation time is higher for
narrow tanks compared to wide tanks of the same volume.
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Human Failure
Give loading rack personnel training and supervision, otherwise serious losses to property will
probably result. Train loading rack personnel about the hazards inherent in their jobs. Provide them
with written procedures to reduce or eliminate the hazards. Include instructions about what must be
done once an emergency develops.
Instruct loading rack personnel to avoid unsafe procedures at the loading racks, such as:
•

Misusing bonding wires. Too often bonding wires are not consistently used, are broken or are
cast aside.

•

Overfilling compartments.

•

Leaving hatches or compartments open that are not being filled.

•

Failing to allow static relaxation time before withdrawing the loading pipe or removing samples
from the compartment.

•

Failing to allow static relaxation time between transfers to the same storage tank.

•

Failing to properly clear truck-loading drop ramps.

•

Allowing the truck to pull away from the loading rack before disconnecting the loading hose or
removing the fill pipes.

•

Failing to know the exact procedure to shut down the loading pumps.

• Failing to actuate and properly use fire protection equipment provided at the rack.
Instruct personnel not to allow ignition circuits, lighting circuits, or radio circuits to remain “energized”
during loading operations. Do not allow drivers to remain inside cabs of vehicles or reenter them
during loading operations. Prohibit leaving motors running during loading operations and smoking in
unauthorized areas.

Equipment Failure
Select rack components with a proven record of reliable service. Maintain rack components properly
and conduct periodic inspections to keep losses to a minimum. Daily, examine pump seals, gaskets
and valve packings for leaks. Make sure pipe and hose fittings are leak free.
Every year, hydrostatically test hose used under pressure to not less than 150% of the rated working
pressure.
Instruct rack personnel to report at once all evidence of impending equipment failure or malfunction.
Failure to do so often leads to fire loss.

Electrical Ignition
Eliminate stray electrical currents from truck electrical systems by:
•

Requiring personnel to turn off the truck’s electrical system, including the ignition switch, and
properly ground the truck before commencing any loading operation.

•

Leaving ground wires in place until the loading is completed and all equipment is secured.

•

Wiring all loading racks handling flammable liquids to conform to Code requirements for
Class I, Division 2 locations, unless the wiring is within 3 ft (0.9 m) of a possible dome cover
opening where Class I, Division 1, electrical equipment is required. Group designation should
match the most hazardous liquids handled.

•

Extending the Division 2 area to all points within 25 ft (7.5 m) to an elevation of 25 ft (7.5 m),
and to all points not over 4 ft (1.2 m) above grade between 25 ft (7.5 m) and 50 ft (15.0 m)
from the rack. Overfilling and equipment leaks or failures can rapidly create vapor
concentrations within the flammable range throughout the entire loading rack area.

•

Locating necessary electrical equipment, such as office calculators and data recording
equipment, in vapor-tight rooms. Pressurize each room with air from a clean air source,
preferably a stack terminating not less than 10 ft (3.0 m) above the roof of the rack or 25 ft
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(7.5 m) above grade. Provide alarms in the rooms to indicate any sustained loss of air
pressurization. See NFPA 496 for additional information.
•

Inspecting equipment monthly to ensure continued electrical safety. Make sure electrical
conduit has seals provided within 1.5 ft (0.5 m) of all arcing devices, such as relays. Install a
proper sealing compound in all conduit seals, including additions to the electrical system.
Secure junction and pull box covers in place. Replace broken or missing glass globes on light
fixtures, and do not use ordinary electrical equipment such as radios, telephones, electric fans,
or clocks.

Vehicle Damage
Prevent damage from vehicle misuse by providing sufficiently high curbing around the loading island
to keep truck tractors and trailers away from all rack equipment. Provide a checklist so all drivers will
make sure all loading lines and bonding wires have been removed following loading.
Provide a positive locking device to prevent ramps from dropping down and catching on trucks.
Provide a mechanical device, particularly on hydraulically operated ramp systems, to ensure the ramp
will remain in the clear position, even if the hydraulic system develops a leak.
Chock truck tires during loading.

Wind, Lightning and other Natural Hazard Perils
Keep roof sheathing in good condition and properly fastened. Provide proper rack grounding to
eliminate most damage caused by possible lightning strikes.

Layout and Construction
Build in loss prevention for new loading racks at the design stage. Make sure good spacing is
provided to guard against exposure fires and to control fire emergencies on the racks. Follow the
spacing recommended in PRC.2.5.2.
Construct loading racks entirely of noncombustible materials. Do not use combustible materials for
decking, stairs, ramps or enclosures. Likewise, construct roof sheathing entirely of noncombustible
material. Do not use such materials such as tar or asphalt as coating or sheathing materials.
Fully pave rack areas and limit the size of racks so they accommodate no more than six trucks at any
one time. Separate larger installations by not less than 50 ft (15.0 m) of open space. Locate loading
racks as far away as possible from storage tanks and other important structures. Allow enough space
for trucks to park 100 ft – 200 ft (30 m – 60 m) from the racks while waiting for loading or repairs.
Provide enough space in the racks so even the largest trucks have ample turning radius when
entering or leaving the racks.
Locate loading racks so that trucks do not have to pass through important areas between the terminal
entrance and the loading racks. Provide separate gates for trucks to enter and leave the premises.
Post safety signs at conspicuous locations as constant reminders of concern for safe loading
practices.
Provide racks with adequately sized trapped drains capable of effectively draining the liquids being
pumped and fire protection water. Do not locate drains directly under trucks, or if there is a center
drain that exposes the underside of trucks to fire, provide water spray heads in the metal grating.
Otherwise, locate drains or sloped catch basins out from under the racks, on the outboard sides to
minimize fire exposure to the racks and the underside of trucks and trailers.
If additive storage tanks, or even undiked product storage tanks, are uphill from the loading rack,
install diversion dikes to prevent any hydrocarbon leaks from entering the rack area. Conversely, if
the loading rack is uphill from other hazardous or valuable property, provide diversion dikes to stop
possible fire spread from the rack to those areas. Keep additive storage in barrels or in tanks as far
from the racks as possible.
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Loading Rack Protection
Consider the following factors when providing loading rack protection.
•

The type of product being loaded

•

The loading rates

•

The importance of the rack to continued operations

•

The value of the rack

•

The exposure of the rack to other hazardous or valuable property

• Whether the operation is attended or unattended
Provide unattended loading rack operations with maximum automatic fire protection and as many
safety devices as possible to mitigate improper loading procedures. If more protection is needed
because one or more of the above conditions exist, install one of the following special protection
systems:
•

Automatic foam-water deluge system designed to immediately cover the entire rack area at a
minimum density of 0.25 gpm/ft2 (10.2 L/min/m2). Choose a foam concentrate compatible with
the liquids being handled. Install in accordance with PRC.12.3.1.1 and NFPA 16.

•

Automatic water spray or water deluge system designed to immediately cover the entire rack
area at a minimum density of 0.35 gpm/ft2 (14.2 L/min/m2). Install in accordance with
PRC.12.2.1.2 and NFPA 15.

•

Automatic fixed dry chemical system with a connected reserve where a water based fire
protection system is not available. Install in accordance with PRC.13.1.1.1 and NFPA 17.
Use ultraviolet detectors or heat actuated devices to automatically operate the listed special
protection systems. Locate the fire or heat detection devices not only in the roof areas but also close
to the ground where trucks are spotted for loading.
Locate heads that discharge extinguishing agent in the roof area and along the sides of the loading
island, so the heads can direct the agent to the underside of trucks at the rack. Properly support and
protect all discharge heads.
Provide all automatic systems with clearly identified manual actuation stations. Preferably, locate two
stations at widely separated locations, each a minimum of 100 ft (30 m) from the racks. Provide
interconnections to shut down loading pumps and sound an alarm at a constantly attended location
when the special protection systems operate. When planning special protection systems, give special
attention to drainage and curbing in the loading rack area.
Choose automatic systems in preferrence over manual ones because modern aluminum tank trailers
will fail immediately when exposed to an intense ground fire.
To supplement special protection systems or to provide protection where a moderate hazard exists
and water spray cannot be justified, install several fixed water monitor nozzles. Equip these with the
combination straight-stream/fog nozzle tips of at least 500 gpm (1890 L/min) capacity each. Do not
locate the units closer than 50 ft (15.2 m) to the rack. When choosing their placement, consider how
the rack structure is configured; where the truck traffic patterns, tanks and buildings are located; and
the prevailing winds, and then locate the fixed water monitors so that at least two streams can reach
any point in the loading rack.
Have dry chemical hand fire extinguishers available for immediate use to extinguish loading rack
dome fires. Provide at least two 30 lb (13.6 kg) dry chemical units at each loading island; keep one at
the platform level and the other at ground level. To ensure extinguishers will be used properly, train
loading rack personnel in their use.
To supplement the hand extinguishers, have larger wheeled type dry chemical extinguishers of the
150 and 350 lb (68 and 158.8 kg) dry chemical type available, particularly for racks lacking one of the
special protection systems. Where no fire water systems are available, consider using an automatic
dry chemical extinguishing system with fixed piping. Or, use a dry chemical extinguishing system
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consisting of a large (1000 lb [453.6 kg] or more) stationary dry chemical supply vessel with multiple
manual hose stations.
Locate wash down lines at the base of the rack so spills can be eliminated before trucks are started
and moved, and so that such lines can also be used as first aid in fire emergency situations.

Safety Devices
Ensure all manually operated fill valves are spring loaded and self-closing to reduce the possibility of
overfilling the compartments.
Provide attended loading racks with switches capable of shutting off power to all loading pumps.
Plainly mark these switches to show their special use and locate them at the bottom of the stairs at
each end of the loading island. Locate at least one additional switch not less than 100 ft (30.5 m) from
the rack, preferably in the direction of the most likely escape route.
Provide unattended loading racks with one of the following automatic fire detection devices that have
circuits to shut down all loading pumps and turn on water spray equipment when the devices actuate.
•

A simple switch with heat fusible wire installed over each truck bay.

•

A heat actuated device installed over each truck bay and near the ground where the device
can quickly react to either a dome fire or a ground fire under the truck.
Provide an additional safety device that detects fire and alarms at a constantly attended location,
such as a plant guard house, a central station fire alarm headquarters or a local public fire
department.
Install electrostatic drain and ground indicating devices interlocked with the loading pump circuits so
loading may not take place unless a proper ground has been established.

DISCUSSION
Loss Trends
The upward loss trend demonstrates the need for better loading rack design and education for those
who operate them. The trends creating the most concern are:
•

Faster loading rates, extensive use of product filters and greater use of drier flammable liquids
have increased static electrical ignition hazards.

•

Increased handling of more hazardous liquids, such as jet fuel (JP4), benzene, toluene and
xylene.

•

Larger, more complicated loading racks handle many trucks at one time. Some racks also
have extensive data processing equipment. The equipment may be exposed to vapor hazards
if it is improperly housed or protected.

•

Extensive use of aluminum tank trailers increases the potential for tank failing within one
minute of being exposed to intense ground fires.

•

Limited space availability at some installations creates congestion, complicated traffic patterns
and serious exposures to nearby tanks.

•

Unattended operations represent less supervision over hazardous loading practices and
reduced ability to control fires.

•

Increased labor turnover has resulted in fewer experienced operators available.

Static Electricity
Static electrical charges build up due to the turbulence of liquid flowing through pipes and filters of
paper or cloth elements and splashing into the truck tank compartment. These charges can have
enough voltage to cause sparking in some petroleum products.
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Some hydrocarbons, such as residual fuel oils, asphalts, and water-soluble products, such as
alcohols, quickly dissipate static charges because entrained moisture or impurities increases the
electrical conductivity of the liquid. These products therefore present little or no significant static
ignition potential.
But other materials, such as the distillates, aromatic solvents and gasoline, retain static charges on
their surfaces long enough to readily spark to other objects such as fill pipes or tank truck parts.
When the energy of the spark is great enough in a vapor space containing hydrocarbons within the
flammable range, ignition and fire will occur.
Static Generation
Electrostatic generation in hydrocarbons passing through piping is not critical since turbulence is
usually not excessive and charges that have been generated quickly dissipate to the metal piping. But
hydrocarbons passing through product filters made of cotton, paper or felt generate strong static
charges. These charges require at least 30 s of relaxation time to dissipate in the flow between the
outlet of the filter and the tip of the loading tube. Special relaxation chambers or longer runs of pipe
provide more relaxation time.
The intensity of the electrostatic charges produced as the liquid enters the truck tank are proportional
to the amount of turbulence. The turbulence depends upon the rate in which the product enters the
compartment and the design of the loading pipe tip.
Several oil companies have investigated loading tips of various designs. They found the straight tips
to be unsatisfactory because they caused turbulence and tended to be thrown upward when loading
was started. By contrast, loading tubes angled at 45° from their centerlines produced less turbulence.
They were also less costly. Limiting the speed at which the product is loaded and using a special
loading tip helps control electrostatic hazards.
Neutralizing Static Charges
Even when the tank compartment containing a low-conductivity liquid is properly grounded, charges
can accumulate and generate significant surface voltages. If the surface voltage exceeds the critical
value, an incendiary discharge will occur in the vapor space between the liquid surface and the inside
of the compartment and ignite a flammable mixture.
Increasing liquid conductivity disperses electrostatic charges through the liquid more efficiently. The
ability of the liquid to disburse static charges depends upon its temperature and to some degree upon
antistatic additives added to the liquids to help dissipate the charges. Additives are most often used in
petroleum distillates such as kerosene, furnace oil, and diesel fuel, all of which have higher charging
tendencies, lower vapor pressures, and often low conductivity.
The ability of a liquid to disperse static charges decreases as its temperature decreases. Liquids
treated with additives should have a conductivity of 50 picosiemens/meter at the lowest fuel
temperature anticipated. Relatively low concentrations of additives will increase liquid conductivity to
that level, thus satisfactorily dissipating electrostatic charges.
Liquid conductivity can be measured at the expected lowest fuel temperature or at convenient
temperatures with the conductivity adjusted for lower temperatures. Fuel conductivities can be read
from a plot of log10 conductivity versus temperature or they can be calculated by using the equation:
Log10 CondT2 = log10 CondT1 + K(T2-T1)
where:
CondT2= conductivity at temperature T2,
CondT1 = conductivity at temperature T1, and
K = a coefficient which is the change in log10 conductivity per change in temperature.
Conductivity is measured in siemens which are 1/ohm.
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Several meters available are designed to measure fuel conductivity. Most are portable and can be
used on location and in a laboratory. They are calibrated to read fuel conductivity in
picosiemens/meter directly and are simple to operate.
Bonding the Loading Pipe and the Tank
Bonding is nothing more than joining two pieces of metal with a wire to reduce the electrical potential
to zero volts between the two pieces. But because bonding is effective only on electrically conductive
material, it cannot neutralize the charge on the surface of a liquid within the tank compartment.
Before the loading pipe is inserted into any truck compartment, the truck must be bonded between
the loading pipe and the truck’s compartment shell to eliminate sparking. To do this, one end of a
heavy flexible stranded steel or copper cable is securely attached to a fixed portion of product pipe
riser. The other end is clamped to the shell of the compartment. A strong “alligator” clip or pressure
clamp makes the attachment. Special bolts made of noncorrosive material and having spherical
heads are often permanently attached to trucks. The bonding cable is equipped with a pressure clip
that fits the spherical bolt heads.
Grounding the Bonding System
After the truck is spotted in the loading rack and before the loading spout is inserted into the truck, the
truck must be grounded. Grounding electrically connects the bonding system to the earth so static
charges and stray electrical currents go from the truck to a common ground.
Many of the better loading racks are provided with electrostatic drain and ground indicators which are
especially useful on unattended racks. These indicators have signal lights to indicate safe grounding
conditions. In many cases, these devices are also arranged so loading pumps cannot be started
unless proper grounding has been established.
Because of the low amperages associated with electrostatic currents, even resistances to ground as
high as 1,000,000 ohms provide adequate charge dissipation. On the other hand, a good contact
between two metallic objects should have very low resistance. Therefore, a resistance higher than
10 ohms in the bonding system is an indication of a problem which should be located and corrected.
Controlling the Atmosphere Above the Liquid
Controlling the atmosphere inside the compartment being loaded usually involves reducing the
oxygen level to a point where combustion cannot occur.
Products having a Reid Vapor Pressure above 4.5 psi (0.3 bar) in the vapor in the truck compartment
are generally “too rich” to burn. An example of a product with a Reid Vapor Pressure above 4.5 psi
(0.3 bar) is gasoline. Products having Reid Vapor Pressures below 4.5 psi (0.3 bar) and also a flash
point below 100°F (37.8°C) produce vapor concentrations within the flammable range that can easily
be ignited by static charges on the surface of the liquid.
Loading products with Reid Vapor Pressures below 4.5 psi (0.3 bar) and flash point below 100°F
(37.8°C) requires maximum safety. Proper grounding and bonding is the most widely used and
minimizes static potential, but proper bonding and ground does not eliminate the risk of a static
discharge completely. Methods other than bonding and grounding are acceptable although they are
not as widely used. One method injects CO2, nitrogen, or inert gas into the vapor space before
loading. A second method blankets the compartment with fuel gas. A third method heats the liquid
enough to maintain a “rich” vapor condition. The additional inerting or heating methods are expensive
and time consuming.
Controlling Switch Loading
Anyone involved with loading rack safety should pay special attention to switch loading because it
accounts for many serious losses reported at loading racks.
Switch loading is most hazardous when loading a low vapor pressure product, such as diesel oil, into
a compartment which previously contained a high vapor pressure product, such as gasoline. When
the previous load of gasoline was unloaded, the vapor space contained an “over rich” mixture and
was therefore safe. As diesel oil is pumped in, the gasoline vapors gradually dissipate and are not
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replaced by diesel oil vapors. This reduces the “over rich” condition to a flammable one. The fuel oil
usually retains static charges long enough to create a potential ignition source.
The best way to prevent switch loading fires is to eliminate the practice altogether. But this cannot be
done at all loading racks. However, properly dispatching of the products does much to reduce
hazards to a minimum.
Switch loading losses seem to occur most frequently when the compartments are one-quarter to onethird full and when temperatures are close to 30°F (-1°C). Proper bonding and grounding are not
effective in preventing such losses because the spark discharges between the surface of the charged
liquid and the metal of the fill pipe or truck compartment.
Air eduction to free the compartment of flammable vapors has been somewhat successful in
preventing switch loading losses. However, eduction is time consuming and not entirely effective if
two or more baffles are located on each side of the loading hatch, or if there is too long a delay
between eduction and subsequent filling. Eduction also adds hydrocarbons to the atmosphere.
Injecting CO2 or nitrogen into the vapor space before loading can eliminate the switch loading hazard.
However, supplying the gas and installing the required equipment is expensive.
Switch loading can be done with less danger by using the proper combination of precautions involving
reducing filling rates, increasing relaxation time and using special loading tips. The recommended
special loading tip design for switch loading is a circular deflector that minimizes spraying and
splashing and helps prevent the loading tube from being thrown out of the tank compartment when
loading starts.

Vapor Recovery Loading Equipment
Vapor recovery loading arms are coming into wider use, mainly because of air pollution requirements.
These arms provide a separate vapor line extending to a remote compressor and gas collector. The
arms are fitted with an interlock mechanism to shut off loading when the compartment is full. They
also have short fill pipes for products that must be splash loaded.
Vapor arms should drastically reduce fires originating at tank hatches; however, they could increase
fire hazards if they are used for switch loading or for transferring intermediate vapor pressure
products, such as JP4, benzene, toluene, etc. For that reason, vapor recovery loading arms should
not be used for switch loading without injecting inert gases such as CO2 or nitrogen.

Bottom Truck Loading
Bottom loading racks are becoming common.
Bottom loading has several advantages and disadvantages. The installation is less expensive and
less complicated. Loading rates are faster. Splashing and turbulence is reduced. The chances of
hatch fires are reduced because loading tubes are not inserted. Personnel do not have to be on top of
the tank truck while the tank is being loaded. But the trucks have to be specially equipped with
uniform fittings to use bottom loading racks. A loading hose or coupling can fail and result in
substantial product spills.
One of the major problems has been the tendency of truckers at unattended racks to drop the end of
the loading connection to the ground. As a result, the brass coupling soon gets “out of round,” and
develops a hazardous leak. This problem has been solved to some extent at some racks by requiring
that each trucking company maintain its own coupling in a locked cabinet. More common solutions
are rubber mats to reduce dropping damage and horizontal cradles to lay hoses in.
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TRUCK LOADING RACK LOSSES CASE HISTORIES
CONTROL OF STATIC GENERATION
Terminal
A diesel-powered tractor and 8600 gal (32.5 m3) aluminum trailer pulled into the rack. After the driver
loaded 6379 gal (24.1 m3) of No. 2 fuel oil, an explosion and subsequent fire occurred. The yard man
shut down the nozzle. The foreman called the fire department, threw the pump disconnect switch, and
actuated the emergency valves. The fire chief and foreman checked the truck and found the ground
wire was in use and the ignition key was in the “off” position.
Fast loading created static electricity which appears to have been the source of ignition. All
equipment on the rack had to be dismantled, parts tested and replacements made where necessary.
The platform and staging had to be replaced.

SWITCH LOADING
Product Being Loaded - Distillate
A tank truck which had formerly carried gasoline was being switch loaded with a distillate. Positive
ground indicators on the rack showed the truck was properly bonded. Wired, brass coupled rubber
hose extended about 2 ft (0.6 m) into the compartment. The loading rate through this hose was about
18 fps (5.5 m/s); the product was also being filtered. Several minutes after loading began, an
explosion occurred.
Apparently the difference in electrostatic potential between the liquid surface and the rubber loading
hose caused an incendiary spark which ignited the flammable atmosphere.

Product Being Loaded - High Purity Kerosene
A tank truck that previously contained aviation fuel was being switch loaded with high purity kerosene.
The end of the loading tube was not touching the bottom of the tank and a filter was installed in the
kerosene line a few feet from the spout. An operator had flushed the truck compartment with about
5 gal (19 L) of the kerosene product.
Between 400 and 500 gal (1.5 and 1.9 m3) of kerosene had been loaded when an explosion severely
damaged several trucks and the loading rack. The filter was a viscose rayon covered with polished
cotton and copper-tin coating. The loading rate at the time of the explosion was about 14 fps
(4.3 m/s).
Static electricity generated by the product flowing through pipe and filter and discharging from the
loading tube produced an incendiary spark between the liquid surface level and the loading tube. The
spark ignited the flammable vapor space in the truck. A header line on the manually controlled water
spray system was broken during the initial explosion and therefore was not used to fight the fire.

Asphalt Terminal - Product Being Loaded - JP4
A tank truck that contained naphtha was being loaded with JP4 fuel. The truck had been in the plant
with open hatches for one week. The spout was extended into the tank some 1.5 ft (0.5 m), which
allowed the jet fuel to fall about 4 ft (1.2 m). When an employee lowered a glass bottle on the string
into the tank to take a sample, an explosion occurred.
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Terminal - Product Being Loaded - High Grade Kerosene
A tank truck was being loaded with a high grade kerosene when an explosion and fire occurred which
destroyed the loading rack and three trucks. The tanker, which previously contained gasoline was
grounded; the filling spout did not extend to the bottom of the tank. Temperature was 31°F (-1°C).

Refinery - Product Being Loaded - No. 2 Fuel
An explosion and fire occurred while No. 2 fuel oil was being loaded into a tank truck compartment
which had previously contained gasoline. The truck had been properly grounded. Temperature, 30°F
(-1°C).

Refinery - Product Being Loaded - No. 2 Fuel
An explosion and fire occurred while a tank truck, which previously held gasoline, was being loaded
with No. 2 fuel oil. The filling spout was not extended to the tank bottom. Temperature, 20°F (-6°C).

HUMAN FAILURE
Bulk Plant
A tank truck was being loaded with two grades of gasoline simultaneously when the front
compartment overflowed and ran down the sides of the truck onto the ground. The spill ignited,
probably due to static electricity.
An employee failed to connect the ground cable. The fire totally destroyed the tank truck and the
loading rack, and damaged a storage platform and warehouse. Nearby fire departments extinguished
the fire.

Terminal
Two gasoline semi-trailer tank trucks were being filled at a large loading rack. An employee left the
diesel engine of one truck running. While the loading spout was being raised from one compartment
to load another, it caught on a wire control for the valve on a gasoline loading line. The valve
operated, dumping 127 gal (0.5 m3) of gasoline over the employee and the truck. Ignition most likely
originated from the diesel engine and resulted in a massive fire which was soon followed by a severe
explosion in the 6000 gal (22.7 m3) aluminum trailer. The rocketing tank truck set a nearby fire truck
on fire and deactivated the terminal foam supply system.

Loading Rack
A new employee forgot to disconnect the hoses from a gasoline transport. When loading was
completed, the transport pulled out and broke the hose. The gasoline spilled and ignited, probably
from a stove pilot light. The loading rack was seriously damaged.

Terminal
A tank truck was overloaded and gasoline spilled out. While an employee washed the side of the
truck, the driver started the truck which backfired and gasoline vapors flashed. Before firemen
extinguished the fire, the loading rack was completely destroyed and the truck was badly damaged.

Gangway
A gangway was left in position on a truck after loading had been completed. The driver remained in
his truck during the loading. The loader signaled that he was free to pull out. The gangway ripped off
as the truck pulled away.
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EQUIPMENT FAILURE
Refinery
While a tank truck was being loaded with aviation gasoline, a leak developed in the swivel joint. The
leak was not large so loading was continued until the truck was full, and then the platform was
thoroughly washed down with water before the truck was started. A spark from the truck’s ignition
system started a fire which lasted for 15 minutes, and either destroyed or severely damaged the roof
of the loading rack, filters, piping, electrical conduit, and gauges. The loading rack drain was not
operating properly at the time, which accounts for the vapors remaining in the area.

Refinery
A fire loss occurred at 3:12 a.m. A short time prior to this, a tank trailer was placed into position under
the loading rack to load propane. The truck was connected to the loading hose and grounded. After
loading began, the truck driver and an employee went to the rack shack. Several minutes before the
fire, the employee left the shack to check on a leak. About 5 to 8 minutes later, an explosion and a
ball of fire enveloped the rack area.
The alarm sounded, and the insured’s foam truck and four trucks from the fire department responded.
The fire was confined to an area in and around the rack and was extinguished about 5:00 a.m.

Tank Truck
Gasoline was being unloaded from a tank truck when a hose coupling broke. The truck driver shut off
the fuel supply to the unloading pump, but the pump continued to run, presumably on the fumes or off
the gasoline itself. The gasoline was being sprayed on the unit through the air intake. The source of
ignition is not known.

Butane Transport
While a butane transport was being unloaded, the loading hose broke. The system check valve
operated properly, but the excess flow valve on the transport failed and released butane. The butane
ignited from a street repair flare nearby.
Apparently, someone removed a pin on the transport’s excess flow valve to speed up the unloading.
The hose had been pressure tested about six weeks before.

Bulk Plant
LPG highway transport driver was unloading at this bulk plant when the unloading hose or pipe failed
or disconnected and the released LPG ignited.
A highway transport and two plant tanks were destroyed. Nine other plant tanks damaged. Pump,
piping valves, fittings, etc., of the plant were also destroyed. A forest ranger fire department
extinguished the fire.

ELECTRICAL IGNITION
Bulk Plant
A fire of undetermined cause destroyed a tank truck and part of the loading rack where it was being
filled. Faulty wiring in the truck may have ignited the 247 gal (0.9 m3) of fuel oil which spilled over the
sides of the truck. The driver had miscalculated how much fuel he had left in the tank before filing it.

Pump Switch
When a pump switch was thrown, it arced and ignited vapors from a tank truck. The loading rack and
an adjacent warehouse were damaged.
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Loader
A loader raised a fill pipe to insert it into a tank truck compartment. The top of the arm struck an
overhead power line, creating a short circuit, which ignited gasoline vapors. Quick fire department
response substantially limited the loss.

VEHICLE DAMAGE
Petrochem Plant
A truck hit and bent two 3 in. (7.6 cm) diameter galvanized exterior loading lines at an alcohol storage
plant. The truck also bent the “I” beam frame support and brackets which had to be replaced.

Truck Collision
A truck hit an unattended loading rack, damaging the loading rack structure and the dog house.

Terminal
A truck hit the No. 1 pump at the loading station, setting fire to the pump and truck.

Ramp
A hydraulic ramp failed to hold when raised after loading. It lowered back onto the truck as the truck
pulled away. The ramp was damaged.

WIND AND LIGHTNING
Terminal
Rain and windstorms in the general area ripped about half the aluminum roof sheeting and damaged
a rotary vent.

Terminal
Lightning damaged wiring of the controls at the loading ramp.

PROTECTION OF LOADING RACKS
Pipeline Terminal
A fire, which may have started from static electricity, ignited at the open dome of a transport truck
while the truck was loading. Possibly the truck was not properly grounded while being filled. The
detection system immediately detected the fire and dry chemical from the automatic overhead
extinguisher system doused the fire. There was no actual fire damage to the loading rack. Cleaning
the rack removed the smoke damage.
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